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Crippled America
This book is a collection of my insights and analysis
from the past 18 months. My work offers a data-rich,
evidence-based analysis of real estate tech, with a
healthy dosage of strategic insights. I cover the
trends that are changing the industry and the major
players gaining traction around the world. The scope
is global, because we all have a lot to learn no matter
where we live.

Let’s Put the Real Back into Real Estate
Frank McKinney's Maverick Approach to
Real Estate Success
Two evangelicals who “prefer saviors who weren’t
crucified” teach Trump supporters how to channel
their inner Orange in this savagely funny satire
disguised as a self-help book. First lesson: There’s no
gold at the end of the Golden Rule. “A barbed sendupfilled with satirical glee!” —KIRKUS REVIEWS “What
Would Donald Do?” A client is about to lose a
promotion to an African-American. Another can’t get
her daughter to lose weight. “What would Donald
do?” ask the evangelical gurus, as they coach their
clients into behaving like America’s wealthiest
hemorrhoid. “Lies are unborn facts.” A nerdy client
wants help filling out the profile on his dating app. A
boob-honking client competes against a woman for
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CEO. Our Trump Whisperers show them how to go
Tourette’s with the truth and ignore their conscience
when it clangs like an Amber Alert. “You have a
Christian duty to insult everyone.” Laugh through the
rage. Find out why Trump supporters made this
America’s #1 Returned Book! * Afterword by the
winner of the 2016 presidential election, Vladimir
Putin. RAVE REVIEWS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE! “I
prefer books that weren’t published.” -- Donald Trump
“If I had a sense of humor this book would’ve made
me laugh!” -- Sarah Huckabee Sanders “Luckily, I’m a
reptile so this book didn’t get under my skin.” -Stephen Miller “What’s satire?” -- Kanye West

YouTube for Real Estate Agents
Investing in real estate in Canada has never been
more popular. From Vancouver to Halifax, Canadian
investors--both novice and veteran--are generating
wealth through one of the best investment vehicles
available. On the heels of the hugely successful Real
Estate Investing in Canada (0-470-83588-5), Don
Campbell returns with a digest of strategies and
advice for the investor, gleaned from the experience
of four leading mortgage, finance, legal and
investment experts. 97 Tips for Canadian Real Estate
Investors will be an essential addition to every real
estate investor's library. Filled with proven, real-life
Canadian-specific examples and strategies, all
readers will find this book to be one of the best and
most valuable investments that they will ever make.

The Peebles Path to Real Estate Wealth
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Crippled America by Donald Trump | Key Takeaways
& Analysis Preview: Much has been written about
Donald Trump and his campaign for the 2016
Republican nomination for president. But what does
the billionaire builder and media personality himself
have to say about what America’s greatest problems
are? And just as important, what solutions does he
offer to address these issues? Crippled America: How
to Make America Great Again offers a revealing look
at his thinking… PLEASE NOTE: This is key takeaways
and analysis of the book and NOT the original book.
Inside this Instaread of Crippled America: · Overview
of the book · Important People · Key Takeaways ·
Analysis of Key Takeaways

PropTech 101
There is no better investment than real estate. From
buying at auction to devising an exit strategy, Let’s
Put the Real Back into Real Estate examines all
aspects of the process, step-by-step. Author Jim
Keogh presents a practical commentary on various
aspects of the real estate industry written from the
viewpoint of a successful real estate investor. Filled
with rich and pragmatic insight based on decades of
experience in the industry, Let’s Put the Real Back
into Real Estate acts as a guidebook for beginning
investors as well as seasoned pros looking for new
tips or refreshers. From rehabbing, to flipping, to buyand-hold strategies, and auctions, Keogh discusses all
of these real estate investing techniques and more.
Keogh shows there are a lot of opportunities to lose
money, but there are also plenty of opportunities to
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make money. Using personal anecdotes, this guide
provides tips and keys to success in order to
overcome problems and fulfillment in the real estate
business.

Make No Mistakes AboutBuying Real
Estate
Learn how to make money wholesaling real estate
without having to swing a hammer or deal with
tenants. Wholesaling is one of the best ways to get
started making money in the world of real estate
investing. Think of it as the day trading of real estate
except it is simpler and has less risk if you learn how
the process works. In fact when you learn how to do it
the right way, you can minimize your risk
substantially. The Real Estate Wholesaling Bible
teaches what you need to know to profit from real
estate wholesaling without needing a lot of capital or
previous experience. This rapidly expanding business
is relatively simple, profitable, and perfect for today's
real estate market. Plus it's an ideal system for
making money even in the toughest real estate
markets. All you will need to get started is a
computer, an Internet connection, this audiobook,
some passion, and a lot of curiosity. • Teaches the
mechanics of how to wholesale real estate, including
exactly how to find, analyze, finance, and sell
wholesale deals like clockwork • Explains how actually
to build a business and develop systems that are not
dependent on you as the business owner • Shows
how to develop a turnkey, systems-dependent
business that serves as a vehicle for all the people it
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touches: the owners, the employees, and the
community Many real estate investors' ideas of
success focus squarely on profitability. Author Than
Merrill believes success happens when your real
estate investment business is not only profitable but
also gives you the time to enjoy your life and fulfill
your passions and dreams.

Make Your Money Great Again
Take your real estate career to the highest level!
"Whether you are just getting started or a veteran in
the business, The Millionaire Real Estate Agent is the
step-by-step handbook for seeking excellence in your
profession and in your life." --Mark Victor Hansen,
cocreator, #1 New York Times bestselling series
Chicken Soup for the Soul "This book presents a new
paradigm for real estate and should be required
reading for real estate professionals everywhere."
--Robert T. Kiyosaki, New York Times bestselling
author of Rich Dad, Poor Dad The Millionaire Real
Estate Agent explains: Three concepts that drive
production Economic, organizational, and lead
generation models that are the foundations of any
high-achiever's business How to "Earn a Million," "Net
a Million," and "Receive a Million" in annual income

The Half Millionaire Real Estate Agent
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In an era
of safe spaces, trigger warnings, and an
unprecedented election, the country's youth are in
crisis. Senator Ben Sasse warns the nation about the
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existential threat to America's future. Raised by wellmeaning but overprotective parents and coddled by
well-meaning but misbegotten government programs,
America's youth are ill-equipped to survive in our
highly-competitive global economy. Many of the
coming-of-age rituals that have defined the American
experience since the Founding: learning the value of
working with your hands, leaving home to start a
family, becoming economically self-reliant—are being
delayed or skipped altogether. The statistics are
daunting: 30% of college students drop out after the
first year, and only 4 in 10 graduate. One in three
18-to-34 year-olds live with their parents. From these
disparate phenomena: Nebraska Senator Ben Sasse
who as president of a Midwestern college observed
the trials of this generation up close, sees an
existential threat to the American way of life. In The
Vanishing American Adult, Sasse diagnoses the
causes of a generation that can't grow up and offers a
path for raising children to become active and
engaged citizens. He identifies core formative
experiences that all young people should pursue: hard
work to appreciate the benefits of labor, travel to
understand deprivation and want, the power of
reading, the importance of nurturing your body—and
explains how parents can encourage them. Our
democracy depends on responsible, contributing
adults to function properly—without them America
falls prey to populist demagogues. A call to arms, The
Vanishing American Adult will ignite a much-needed
debate about the link between the way we're raising
our children and the future of our country.
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Fables of Fortune
Imagine private jets ready for an afternoon flight to
New York City for a transcontinental shopping trip . . .
luxury yachts circling the globe awaiting their owner's
arrival . . . fully staffed but rarely visited vacation
homes throughout the world. The rich live trouble free
lives of graceful ease. Or do they? In Fables of
Fortune, author Richard Watts pulls back the brocade
curtain to reveal the precarious path of wanting more.
As the advisor to the super rich, Watts reflects on the
reality of wealth and a difficult and heartbreaking
lesson: "The wealthiest person is not who has the
most, but who needs the least." The successes and
failures of life inspire the heartbeat of passion and
self-actualization. Watts will challenge readers to
reconsider key life questions of personal value and
discover surprising new answers. Fables of Fortune
reveals an honest, comparative, eye-opening analysis
for any reader who believes wealth is a rose without
thorns. Read on and gain perspective and
appreciation for your own real fortune in life.

Real Estate Record and Builder's Guide
Many investors are frightened of investing in
commercial real estate. But with residential real
estate struggling, the time is right to make the switch
to commercial properties. Trump University
Commercial Real Estate Investing 101 takes the fear
out of commercial investing with easy-to-understand,
step-by-step principles that will make you successful
and lower your risk. You?ll learn the differences
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between residential and commercial properties, how
to invest profitably in your spare time, and much
more.

Rethinking Real Estate
A New York Times bestseller! For the first time in his
own words, President-elect Donald J. Trump explains
his plan to make America great again! He wants to
“put America’s interests first—and that means doing
what’s right for our economy, our national security,
and our public safety.” Throughout the 2016
campaign, Trump conjured images of American
strength and culture when small towns boomed with
industry, mom and pop shops bustled, and people
said, “Merry Christmas!” The media scoffed at
Trump’s vision and the people who supported him;
they were blinded by the Clinton machine. But their
eyes were opened after Trump won 62 million votes
and the Oval Office. Even Republican House Speaker
Paul Ryan said, “Donald Trump heard a voice in this
country that no one else heard.” As Trump says in
Time to Get Tough, “I’ve built businesses across the
globe. I’ve dealt with foreign leaders. I’ve created
tens of thousands of American jobs. My whole life has
been about executing deals and making real
money—massive money. That’s what I do for a living:
make big things happen…” Trump is about to make
the biggest deals of his life, and he’s going to make
them for America! From reversing lax immigration
policies to eliminating regulations that restrict small
businesses, Donald Trump understands that America
“doesn’t need cowardice, it needs courage.” President
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Elect Trump is about to “Make America Great Again”
and Time to Get Tough is his blueprint!

Make America Great Again: Myths, Lies,
and Facts
President Donald J. Trump lays out his professional
and personal worldview in this classic work—a
firsthand account of the rise of America’s foremost
deal-maker. “I like thinking big. I always have. To me
it’s very simple: If you’re going to be thinking anyway,
you might as well think big.”—Donald J. Trump Here is
Trump in action—how he runs his organization and
how he runs his life—as he meets the people he
needs to meet, chats with family and friends, clashes
with enemies, and challenges conventional thinking.
But even a maverick plays by rules, and Trump has
formulated time-tested guidelines for success. He
isolates the common elements in his greatest
accomplishments; he shatters myths; he names
names, spells out the zeros, and fully reveals the dealmaker’s art. And throughout, Trump talks—really
talks—about how he does it. Trump: The Art of the
Deal is an unguarded look at the mind of a brilliant
entrepreneur—the ultimate read for anyone
interested in the man behind the spotlight. Praise for
Trump: The Art of the Deal “Trump makes one believe
for a moment in the American dream again.”—The
New York Times “Donald Trump is a deal maker. He is
a deal maker the way lions are carnivores and water
is wet.”—Chicago Tribune “Fascinating . . . wholly
absorbing . . . conveys Trump’s larger-than-life
demeanor so vibrantly that the reader’s attention is
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instantly and fully claimed.”—Boston Herald “A
chatty, generous, chutzpa-filled
autobiography.”—New York Post

Making Sport Great Again
Blending critical theory, conjunctural cultural studies,
and assemblage theory, Making Sport Great Again
introduces and develops the concept of uber-sport:
the sporting expression of late capitalism’s conjoined
corporatizing, commercializing, spectacularizing, and
celebritizing forces. On different scales and in varying
spaces, the uber-sport assemblage is revealed both to
surreptitiously reinscribe the neoliberal preoccupation
with consumption and to nurture the individualized
consumer subject. Andrews further probes how ubersport normalizes the ideological orientations and
associate affective investments of the Trump
assemblage’s authoritarian populism. Even as it
articulates the regressive politicization of sport,
Making Sport Great Again serves also as a call to
action: how might progressives rearticulate uber-sport
in emancipatory and actualizing political formations?

97 Tips for Canadian Real Estate
Investors
In The Half Millionaire Real Estate Agent: The 52
Secrets to Making a Half Million Dollars a Year While
Working a 20-Hour Work Week, Brian Ernst discloses
the problems that so many real estate agents face
while sharing his top industry secrets that can
accelerate your success in the real estate industry.
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Report for the Year Ending
The Proptech Guide
From the #1 bestselling author of "Rich Dad, Poor
Dad" comes the ultimate guide to real estate--the
advice and techniques every investor needs to
navigate through the ups, downs, and in-betweens of
the market.

Adventures in Real Estate Tech
_______THE FIRST BOOK ON TECH AND REAL
ESTATE______The evolution of technology is turning it
from the unusual to ubiquitous, FinTech, FoodTech,
MedTech In this revolution, real estate, the biggest
sector of global economy, seems to stand still. It is
about to change. On the one hand, proven
technologies (Big Data, Augmented/Virtual Reality,
Blockchain, Artificial Inteligence, 3D Printing, IoT,
drones, robots) are maturing. On the other hand, real
estate becomes a service like any other for the new
generations. This revolution will bring down prices
and improve quality.More than 150 startups which will
change the trades of developers, brokers, realtors,
asset manager, REITs and facility manager are listed.

The Real Estate Wholesaling Bible
They say you can't get rich quick, but you can
probably do it quicker in real estate than in any other
profession. But you've got to know what you're doing.
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Make Millions Selling Real Estate is your opportunity
to learn from the best. Jim Remley is not only an
award-winning real estate educator, he's also an
incredibly successful agent whose own wealth has
skyrocketed in just a few short years! How did he
leapfrog more experienced agents to become one of
the top earning real estate professionals in the
country? In this book, Jim shares his secrets for
knocking years off of the "pay your dues" period. He'll
give you the priceless information that most agents
need a lifetime to learn -- and that many never do.

Make Million$ Selling Real Estate
The Millionaire Real Estate Investor
Technology is simply the means to an end to develop
new processes, systems, and tools, but its influence is
being felt in every corner of the real estate industry.
Given the dizzying pace and expanding scope of
PropTech, though, how can anyone hope to keep up?
In their book, PropTech 101, authors Aaron Block and
Zach Aarons present an insightful narrative into the
PropTech and real estate industry in effort to help
ensure that you don't get left behind in the wave of
change. This is not an exhaustive look at PropTech; it
is, rather, a broad overview of basic history,
dynamics, key stakeholders, and trends that serves as
a set of keys that will open the door and let you into
the PropTech space so that you can begin to explore
it with confidence and a mental map of the most
important contours. The FUTURE of REAL ESTATE "A
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real estate revolution is underway, and MetaProp is a
master navigator of the emerging trends and
technologies energizing this transformation. The
team's insight into the opportunities and possibilities
is a rousing call to embrace change at an
advantageous time. Consider Aaron, Zach, and their
colleagues your expert partners in sparking open
innovation and inspiring digital transformation at a
critical confluence in which adaptation is essential for
accelerating success." Jeff Stein Senior advisor to the
chairman, AECOM "At Columbia Entrepreneurship, it's
our mission to enrich and support the entrepreneurial
ecosystem throughout the Columbia community. Part
of this involves imbuing traditional disciplines such as
real estate with technology, digital literacy, and
entrepreneurial thinking. In this way we empower the
next generation of our students with the skills and
sensibilities that will help them succeed. And so it is
with PropTech 101--where Zach and Aaron share their
access to top minds from around the world as well as
actionable insights into the fascinating real estate
technology space. Soak this in and enjoy as this book
provides a rollicking journey through the exclusive
world of elite PropTech investors." Dave Lerner
Director, Columbia Entrepreneurship

The Learning Annex Presents Making
Money in Real Estate
Make No Mistakes AboutBuying Real Estate is an easy
to understand guidebook designed for anyone
interested in the home buying process. This
guidebook will assist you in making rational decisions
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and reduce the number of mistakes that can cost you
thousands of dollars! The information will arm you
against losses from the time you make your first offer
to the time you are ready to sell any property in any
market. You'll reference this guide again and again,
even after you have purchased your first home. You
will discover how easy it is to: -Decide whether or not
to buy in an uncertain market -Avoid paying too much
for any property and the mortgage loan -Recognize if
you're a victim of mortgage scams and tricks -Avoid
foreclosure even if you're facing it now -Guide
yourself through the buying process with easy to use
checklists Don't be one of the thousands of Americans
who get ripped off and don't discover it until it's time
to sell! Find out what you can do now so it won't
happen to you!

Donald Trump
“This book is not just a bargain, it’s a steal. It’s filled
with practical, workable advice for anyone wanting to
build wealth.”—Mike Summey, co-author of the
bestselling The Weekend Millionaire’s Secrets to
Investing in Real Estate Anyone who seeks financial
wealth must first learn the fundamental truths and
models that drive it. The Millionaire Real Estate
Investor represents the collected wisdom and
experience of over 100 millionaire investors from all
walks of life who pursued financial wealth and
achieved the life-changing freedom it delivers. This
book--in straightforward, no nonsense, easy-to-read
style--reveals their proven strategies. The Millionaire
Real Estate Investor is your handbook to the tried and
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true financial wealth building vehicle that rewards
patience and perseverance and is available to all--real
estate. You'll learn: Myths about money and investing
that hold people back and how to develop the
mindset of a millionaire investor How to develop
sound criteria for identifying great real estate
investment opportunities How to zero in on the key
terms of any transaction and achieve the best
possible deals How to develop the "dream team" that
will help you build your millionaire investment
business Proven models and strategies millionaire
investors use to track their net worth, understand
their finances, build their network, lead generate for
properties and acquire them The Millionaire Real
Estate Investor is about you and your money. It's
about your financial potential. It's about discovering
the millionaire investor in you.

The Millionaire Real Estate Agent
Tough-minded real estate developer and star of The
Apprentice, Donald Trump asked 100 of the world's
most successful real estate experts to tell him the
best real estate advice they ever received. The
answers are insightful, practical, and particularly
helpful for anyone wanting to profit from the current
uncertain real estate market, whether commercial or
private.

Make Real Estate Great Again
WHY IT’S IMPERATIVE THAT YOU OWN THIS BOOK:
Find out what is good, bad and ugly about the Tax
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Cuts & Jobs Act (TCJA) and how it will affect you.
Breaks down the complicated tax laws into plain
language tax tips that are simple and easy to
understand. Brings clarity to the monumental tax
reform Find out the importance of why you should
conduct a paycheck checkup Discover how tax reform
has impacted Unemployment, Employers and
Businesses

Make Taxes Great Again
The must-read summary of Dean Graziosi's book: "Be
a Real Estate Millionaire". This complete summary of
the ideas from Dean Graziosi's book "Be a Real Estate
Millionaire" shows how easy it can be to make money
through real estate! The experienced author provides
his own techniques for finding the hidden value of real
estate and the key to understanding the market
cycle. If you follow his advice on minimising risk and
maximising profit, there'll be nothing standing in your
way to becoming a real estate millionaire. Addedvalue of this summary: • Save time • Understand the
key techniques and strategies • Increase your market
knowlegde To learn more, read the summary of "Be a
Real Estate Millionaire" and found out how you can
make the first steps towards making your real estate
fortune.

Applied Economics, Business and
Development
This tell-it-like-it-is book will teach readers everything
they should know about building wealth with
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commercial real estate.

The Best Damn Commercial Real Estate
Investing Book Ever Written!
Make Your Life Great Again
The definitive guide to maximizing earnings in one of
the nation's most lucrative fields. This revised and
updated edition of the classic guide demonstrates
how anyone can enter the world of real estate-even
with little or no money to start. From finding and
analyzing investment property through financing,
buying, managing, and selling- when the time is rightreal estate expert Milt Tanzer provides essential
information, including: - Where to find the best
sources of investment capital - How to locate the best
property - How even 100%-leveraged property can
offer a good return - How to negotiate the purchase
and close the deal - How to set up a simple and
efficient recordkeeping system - How to make the
highest possible after-tax profit while owning propertyand when selling it - How to build investments into a
substantial estate - How to safely invest on a budget

Make Russia Great Again
Profiles the real estate mogul who also starred in the
reality television show "The Apprentice."

Trump
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This four-volume-set (CCIS 208, 209, 210, 211)
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
International Symposium on Applied Economics,
Business and Development, ISAEBD 2011, held in
Dalian, China, in August 2011. The papers address
issues related to Applied Economics, Business and
Development and cover various research areas
including Economics, Management, Education and its
Applications.

The Real Book of Real Estate
Technology is revolutionizing the way real estate is
designed, operated, and valued. It is democratizing
access to capital and information, changing the way
tenants use space, and eroding the power of
regulation. Billions of dollars are funding these new
real estate technologies and operating models. Value
is shifting away from the assets themselves toward
those who understand the needs of specific end-users
and can use technology to deliver comprehensive, ondemand solutions. With all of these developments,
there is an urgent need for a resource that helps
industry practitioners think differently about their
investment, customers, and competition. Rethinking
Real Estate answers that call. It explores the impact
of technology on all asset types — from retail
projects, through lodging and residential properties,
to office buildings and industrial facilities. Based on
the author’s two decades of experience working
across four continents alongside the world’s leading
real estate investors, as well as hundreds of
conversations with start-up founders and venture
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capitalists, this book provides practitioners with key
insights, methodologies, and practical strategies to
identify risks, take advantage of emerging
opportunities, evaluate new competitors, and
transform their organization, project, venture, or
career. Whether you are an investor, developer,
operator, broker, lender, facility manager, designer,
planner, or technology entrepreneur, this book will
help you navigate the exciting period ahead.

Time to Get Tough
Trump University Commercial Real Estate
101
What Suze Orman did for the stock market, Lisa
Vander is doing for real estate This single parent and
self-made success introduces real estate investing to
the general public. In The Real Guide to Making
Millions Through Real Estate, Lisa Vander provides a
step-by-step plan, lacking in most real estate books,
that lets anyone earn long-term profits, starting with
as little as $3,000. Her book is a practical how-to
guide that educates, motivates, and transforms the
way people purchase, sell, hold, and manage real
estate. Unlike most real estate investing books, this is
no “get rich quick” scheme; it’s a long-term plan to
make and grow sustainable wealth--in other words,
“get richer and stay richer.” Charts, graphs, and
worksheets make its contents easily accessible, and
the success stories sprinkled throughout prove that
anyone can benefit from the advice within.
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The Real Guide to Making Millions
Through Real Estate: Start Your Portfolio
With as Little as $3000
The award-winning and bestselling author of Thank
You for Smoking delivers a hilarious and whipsmart
fake memoir by Herb Nutterman—Donald Trump’s
seventh chief of staff—who has written the ultimate
tell-all about Trump and Russia. Herb Nutterman
never intended to become Donald Trump’s White
House chief of staff. Herb served the Trump
Organization for twenty-seven years, holding jobs in
everything from a food and beverage manager at the
Trump Magnifica to being the first general manager of
the Trump Bloody Run Golf Course. And when his old
boss asks “his favorite Jew” to take on the daunting
role of chief of staff, Herb, spurred on by loyalty,
agrees. But being the chief of staff is a lot different
from being a former hospitality expert. Soon, Herb
finds himself deeply involved in Russian intrigue,
deflecting rumors about Mike Pence’s high school
involvement in a Satanic cult, and leading President
Trump’s reelection campaign. What Nutterman
experiences is outrageous, outlandish, and otherwise
unbelievable—therefore making it a deadly accurate
account of being the chief of staff during the Trump
administration. With hilarious jabs at the biggest
world leaders and Washington politics overall, Make
Russia Great Again is a timely political satire from
“one of the funniest writers in the English language”
(Tom Wolfe).

Real Estate Boards
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Trump: The Art of the Deal
The PropTech Guide is the leading book to the
property technology revolution including the
disruption, innovation and lucrative opportunities.
Created by a technology evangelist and a prominent
thought leader in PropTech and the asset
management space. This revolutionary guide
showcases 222 innovative firms in PropTech in a
single volume.

Real Estate Investments and How to
Make Them (Fourth Edition)
Learn how to attract your ideal clients through video
marketing using YouTube.

The Vanishing American Adult
A real-estate mogul furnishes a comprehensive
tutorial for novice real-estate investors that explains
how to create wealth even in a down market,
examining the current real-estate crisis, future trends
to expect, how to find real value and great deals in
housing, and more. Original.

Summary: Be a Real Estate Millionaire
Praise for Frank McKinney "My neighbor, Frank
McKinney, is certainly a maverick and aspiritually
grounded young man. The oceanfront homes he
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builds herein Florida are magnificent and unique.
More important, Frank's lifeand the contributions he
makes to his community and the worldillustrate how a
successful businessman can do well while doinggood.
The principles in Frank McKinney's Maverick Approach
to RealEstate Success represent a road map of his
achievements--a provenstrategy for succeeding not
just in real estate, but also in thebusiness of life."
--Rich DeVos, cofounder of Amway, owner of the
Orlando Magic "If you're ready to make big profits in
real estate, then read,absorb, and use the brilliance of
Frank McKinney." --Mark Victor Hansen, coauthor of
The One Minute Millionaire "Frank McKinney's book is
an excellent how-to guide to earning realestate profits
by using McKinney's maverick formulas to
findundervalued real estate with profit potential.
McKinney isdifferent. This isn't another how-to-getrich-in-real-estate book.Instead, it is the lively success
story of a real estate maverick.McKinney reveals his
simple strategies, with intriguing personalprofit
examples that explain how his repeatable techniques
workover and over." --Robert J. Bruss, syndicated real
estate columnist "If Hollywood were casting the role
of a maverick who started withvery little and went
from a $50,000 fixer-upper to a $100 millionmansion,
they would choose Frank McKinney. Frank
McKinney'sMaverick Approach to Real Estate Success
represents his approach tolife. He decided to apply
that approach to real estate and lookwhat happened!"
--Kendra Todd, winner of The Apprentice
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